
U.S.S. Ganymede - September 1, 1998


XO_Louis:
*** The Ganymede has arrived at Akaarat II to investigate a distress signal. Meanwhile Olbrun and Louis are on Akaarat Prime investigating recent claims of piracy. ***

XO_Louis:
****** R E S U M E   M I S S I O N ******

TACSirach:
::At TAC trying to get the security teams and ship ready for whatever is ahead::

CTO_Cain:
::On Bridge at tactical::

CEOTal:
::In engineering at the master systems display::

SO_Sulla:
::At SCI 2, scanning system traffic, LRS and SRS on-line at 80% of nominal due to power losses and transfers::

CO_Olbrun:
@::beaming down to the planet::

CmdSpicer:
::considering Yellow Alert recommendations::

FCO_Vid:
CmdrSpicer: Bringing ship into Geosync orbit:

OPS_Rhian:
::at OPS still a little out of it::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: please use SCI 1 while I am acting Xo

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Aye, sir

CmdSpicer:
Let's here a detailed report about that ship traffic before we get all flustered.

CEOTal:
::monitoring the EPS system::

CmdSpicer:
::trying not to get all flustered::

CNS_Warke:
::at her station finishing off her patient list for the next few days::

ENGBishop:
::crawling in jeffries tube doing maintenance::

SO_Sulla:
::moves to SCI 1 and continues scans::

CSO_Paldn:
CTAC: please provide a threat analysis

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Sir orbit established around Akaarat II.

CTO_Cain:
Sky:  Aye sir.

CSO_Paldn:
FCO: maintain

CmdSpicer:
::nodding silently at Paladine's request::

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Aye sir:

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: scan local space for the distress call

CO_Olbrun:
@::arrives on the planet, looking around for Louis and for her contacts::

CEOTal:
Rhian: Please keep an eye on SIF and IDF. We have a 15% power loss across the board.

XO_Louis:
@:: Energizes on Akaarat Prime::

CTO_Cain:
Sky:  Activity has increased over the past few months, currently nothing notable on scans sir.

FCO_Vid:
::maintains orbit and checks Nav deflector::

SO_Sulla:
::scanning for distress call::

CSO_Paldn:
CTAC: evaluate near ships for threats

FCO_Vid:
CEO:Sir power loss to helm::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she almost reaches for her tricorder, but finds herself relaxing, and starting to ease into the role she's playing::

CTO_Cain:
Sky:  Aye sir.

OPS_Rhian:
Vid:  Compensating

CEOTal:
*Vid* Checking it.

TACSirach:
Cain: is it possible that due to our ships current status..the scans might not be 100% accurate?

FCO_Vid:
CSO: Sir power drop has affected the helm:

CSO_Paldn:
FCO: evaluate extent

FCO_Vid:
::puts out stabilizers to compensate::

CmdSpicer:
::rocking on her heels::

CEOTal:
::working on effected power junctions::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  I believe our scans are not at full range, but accurate.

CO_Olbrun:
@::notes that they were set down outside of town, and waits to see if they will be approached::

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Sir Eng is working on it will report as soon as they are ready:

ENGBishop:
::begins to repair a faulty relay::

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Sensors are functioning normally, except range limitation due to power losses, sir.

TACSirach:
Cain: Glad to hear it ::grins for a second or so::

OPS_Rhian:
Vid:  I can reallocate enough power to prevent orbit decay...that's about all right now without taking other systems off line

XO_Louis:
@Dara: We should head for the nearest watering hole... I think that would put us where we need to be.

CNS_Warke:
::tries to sense if there are any threatening presences nearby::

CO_Olbrun:
@::nods, and finds a little bounce in her step as she heads for the nearest bar....::

CTO_Cain:
Sky:  There aren’t any threatening ship out there sir.

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Sir Eng. is rerouting to prevent orbit decay:

CSO_Paldn:
FCO: please advise if power loss becomes dangerous

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Aye sir:

CmdSpicer:
::frowning::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: The Ganymede's replicators are barely operational and only dispensing food.

ENGBishop:
::finishes repairing the relay::

CmdSpicer:
Paladine:  Let's go to Yellow Alert.  I hate this.

CSO_Paldn:
*All hands answer Yellow Alert*

CmdSpicer:
Paladine:  Let's cut power to non-essential systems and consolidate our priority areas.

ENGBishop:
::moves on to next relay::

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Yellow Alert, aye.

OPS_Rhian:
Paldn:  I'm on it

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: I recommend we break orbit in case of power failure

CmdSpicer:
::quick smile at the efficient Operations Officer::

CO_Olbrun:
@::the streets of Akaarat Prime are teaming with people, so it's not hard to get swept into the crowd::

CNS_Warke:
::continues with scheduling her appointments::

FCO_Vid:
CSO: Sir I am able to maintain orbit with the stabilizers:

CNS_Warke:
::sense growing anxiety from Spicer::

CTO_Cain:
::raises shields:: Sky: Shields raised sir.

CNS_Warke:
Spicer:is everything alright?

SO_Sulla:
::still scanning for supposed distress call::

CmdSpicer:
Paladine:  Make it so.

CSO_Paldn:
FCO: break orbit

XO_Louis:
ACTION: The distress call is weak and cannot be locked on.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Keep a close eye on shields power.

CmdSpicer:
Warke:  Just peachy.  And my childhood went well too, thank you.    ::sarcastic::

TACSirach:
Cain: aye

TACSirach:
::monitoring shields power::

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Cannot lock on to the distress call, sir--signal is too weak.

ENGBishop:
::exits jeffries tube into engineering::

CSO_Paldn:
*Eng* allocate repairs to essential functions defensive systems and propulsion priority

CO_Olbrun:
@::notices several drinking establishments along the main route, and one little place just off a side street...it's got possibilities::

SO_Sulla:
::refining scans still attempting to at least lock down a general location for the distress call::

FCO_Vid:
CEO:Sir power to helm is returning slowly thank you:

XO_Louis:
@:: Notices the establishment that Dara is seeing and says... :: That place looks half decent.

CmdSpicer:
::frowning:  Paladine:  Try sending out a probe to act as a relay and boost the signal gain to us.

CO_Olbrun:
@::notices the sign above the door:: Louis: What do you know....::the sign reads "The Half Decent"::

TACSirach:
Cain: At this point shields are at 92% and fluctuating

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Would it be possible to get some more power to sensors?  Perhaps I could do better with fully operational sensors...

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Acknowledged.

OPS_Rhian:
ENG:  Tal, let me know if you decide to send maintenance crews into cargo bays 2,3...I'm lowering life support in unoccupied areas

XO_Louis:
@:: laughs and walks into the open door ::

ENGBishop:
Tal: I was just thinking, How about the holodeck power grid, it runs on a separate system form main power, why not cannibalize them to at least get some necessary systems online

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: please supervise the probe, we need to balance resources

SO_Sulla:
::hears CDR Spicer, starts preparing probe::

FCO_Vid:
CSO: Sir the power reroute is working fine on the helm almost back to full:

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Aye Sir, bringing it on-line now...

CEO_Tal:
Bishop: Good Idea proceed.

CSO_Paldn:
~~~monitoring Spicer's biorhythm~~~

SO_Sulla:
::programming probe for a standard search pattern of the system::

CO_Olbrun:
@::steps in, and is enveloped in the sturm and drang of the place::

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Ready to launch probe when ordered, sir.

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: launch probe

XO_Louis:
@Dara: There is a boot in back... It looks rather exposed... that is a good place to start. :: Gets overwhelmed by the smell of the thick air ::

ENGBishop:
::gets teams and sends them to each holodeck to remove the power grid::

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Aye, sir ::activates and launches probe::  probe away...   telemetry looks normal.

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Distress signal dies.

CmdSpicer:
::starting to pace::

CTO_Cain:
::keeping an eye on power allocation to weapons::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she chuckles at Robert's reaction, and slaps him on the shoulder:: Robert: Suck it up, city boy.

FCO_Vid:
*Eng*:nav deflector still minimal:

CSO_Paldn:
FCO: gives us some distance from local traffic

SO_Sulla:
Sky: The signal just disappeared, sir!  No sign of it even with the signal boost.

CmdSpicer:
::stopping::      Data on that probe yet?

XO_Louis:
@Dara: All that sarcasm is becoming... you should try it more often. :: Makes way to the corner ::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she pushes her way through the crowd, nearly getting shoved back towards the door by a rather burly character::

FCO_Vid:
CSO: Aye sir Will pull back .5parsecs:

CmdSpicer:
::muttering::  Probes don't disappear.  Where did it go?  Any power fluctuations in the area?  ::swirling toward TAC::

SO_Sulla:
Spicer: The signal has stopped--just after probe was launched.  This is starting to smell very fishy to me CDR.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she's able to stay fairly close, and stands just a little off to his left, hand on her disruptor in case of trouble::

CmdSpicer:
Sulla:  You and me both.

FCO_Vid:
::engages impulse engines pulling back::

XO_Louis:
@:: Pulls out the disruptor and places it under the chin of the large burley alien... then mutters; "Watch out for the lady, she can be very dangerous"::

CSO_Paldn:
OPS: listen in to local communication

ENGBishop:
::teams begin removing the conduits for use in the main power grid::

SO_Sulla:
Spicer: the probe is fine--just no signal for it to pick up.

CNS_Warke:
::tries to keep track of Spicer's anxiety level::

TACSirach:
::notices Spicer staring::

OPS_Rhian:
Paldn:  Aye sir

CmdSpicer:
::eyes narrow at Sulla's report::

CEO_Tal:
::transferring holodeck programs to protected archives::

ENGBishop:
*Tal*:Which system should we focus on?

CO_Olbrun:
@::she arches an eyebrow:: Robert: Darling, there's no need to be so hasty....

CmdSpicer:
Sirach:  Let's have comprehensive sensor sweeps of the area again please.  

OPS_Rhian:
::begins tuning isolinear super-het receiver::

SO_Sulla:
::thinking....::

TACSirach:
Spicer: aye

XO_Louis:
@:: As the alien moves off... he smiles :: Yes dear... we have business to tend to. :: Heads to the booth ::

CEO_Tal:
*Bishop* Holodecks are fine.

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: I suggest we scan local ships' cargo bays

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Sir we've pulled away from local traffic by .5 parsecs. Widened orbit:

TACSirach:
::doing a comprehensive sensor sweep of the area::

ENGBishop:
*Tal*No, Which system should we try to get up first?

CmdSpicer:
Paladine:  Scan anything that doesn't move.  If it DOES move, scan it twice.

CTO_Cain:
::monitoring shield strength::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she sits down in the booth, wiping a sticky spot off the table with her sleeve:: Robert: Great accommodations.

SO_Sulla:
::reprogramming scanners for full spectrum sweep::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: scan the cargo holds of local vessels

TACSirach:
Spicer: The sensor sweeps don't show anything

CEO_Tal:
*Bishop* Navigational, and sensors.

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Aye sir

CmdSpicer:
Paladine:  Coordinate the raising and lowering of the shields in conjunction with the sensor sweeps...I want the finest resolution on those scans as possible without shielding interference.

XO_Louis:
@Dara: It looks like we got their attention anyway.... :: Many eyes are fixed on the couple in the corner ::

ENGBishop:
::begins sending first repair teams to the sensor arrays::

CO_Olbrun:
@::whispered:: Too much attention may not be such a hot thing.

SO_Sulla:
::tying in with tactical to coordinate sensors and shields for increased resolution::

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: Aye ;  Sulla: please comply

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Under way, sir

CTO_Cain:
::coordinating with Sulla::

CmdSpicer:
Sirach:  Then try something new.  Flood the area with some kind of scientific particle you guys always pull out of a hat.

OPS_Rhian:
SO:  redistributing power from astrometrics to sensor array

XO_Louis:
@:: Leans over and gives Dara a full romantic kiss and says... :: That should keep them at bay for a while.

CmdSpicer:
::missing covert operations::

TACSirach:
Spicer: ::hesitates:: Aye

SO_Sulla:
::scanning cargo holds, starting at nearest and working my way out::

CSO_Paldn:
CTAC: set a perimeter alert of appropriate radius

CO_Olbrun:
@::her eyes go wide at this, but closes them quickly, trying to keep up the act::

TACSirach:
Cain: got any hot particles?

TACSirach:
<hat>

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Stress levels on the Ganymede are rising.

FCO_Vid:
CSO: Sir holding at wider orbit pattern:

SO_Sulla:
::continuing to scan ships' holds::

XO_Louis:
@Dara: I think that we should pull out a PADD or two to see if we get anyone's attention.

CNS_Warke:
::sense stress level of crew rising::

CmdSpicer:
OPS:  What are these people talking about out there?  Any intelligence from communications traffic?

CO_Olbrun:
@::she resists the urge to slap him, and produces a padd from her bag::

CTO_Cain:
Sky:  Aye sir.

ENGBishop:
::repair teams are replacing conduits at best possible speed::

OPS_Rhian:
CDRSpicer:  Something about "who's on first"

FCO_Vid:
*Eng*:Please update on Nav. Sensors:

XO_Louis:
ACTION: A couple of ships arrive in orbit, sensors show nothing unusual.

TACSirach:
::dispersing anti matter, tracking it, trying to see if it starts moving around something::

CSO_Paldn:
TAC: what are the recent Intelligence Reports from Command regarding this area?

CEO_Tal:
*Vid* We are working on it sir.

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Ships are orbiting nearby the Ganymede.

CmdSpicer:
TAC:  What can you tell me about the armament of these nearer ships?

ENGBishop:
*FCO*We should have them up in a few minutes

SO_Sulla:
::still scanning other ships--getting nervous::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she starts tapping on the PADDs, even thought they are inoperative::

CmdSpicer:
Paladine:  ::muttering::  I really hate this.

CNS_Warke:
CDR:the crew is becoming stressed

FCO_Vid:
*CEO*:Acknowledged sir:

CSO_Paldn:
FCO: back us off from those ships

TACSirach:
Spicer: We are showing new ships in Ganymede's orbit

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: agreed

SO_Sulla:
Sky: I am detecting nothing unusual in any of the nearby ships, sir.

OPS_Rhian:
CDRSpicer:  too much atmospheric bounce

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Backing off again sir:

CmdSpicer:
We're backing off, nonetheless.

FCO_Vid:
::takes the ship further out of orbit:

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: this is definitely some pirate base

ENGBishop:
::teams finish repairing sensor grid::

TACSirach:
Paladine: SF Intel shows that there is an unusual increase in shipping traffic.

TACSirach:
Spicer: Sensors show no armament

XO_Louis:
@Dara: I'm noticing that there is a table next to the door where some gentlemen have noticed your toy.

CmdSpicer:
Paladine:  Let's check long range sensors on the other planets of the system.  I want the big picture.

SO_Sulla:
::notes improvement in sensor operation as repairs on grid are completed::

CO_Olbrun:
@Robert: As long as they play nice, I'm fine. I can't promise anything else if they get grabby.

FCO_Vid:
::Nav sensors almost at optimal::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: scan the system for major industry and ports of trade

SO_Sulla:
Sky: Aye, sir... scanning

OPS_Rhian:
CDRSpicer:  We might be able to better stay out of the way if we stayed over one of the poles

XO_Louis:
@:: Laughs :: Well I might not stop them.. .depending on what they have to offer in exchange.

SO_Sulla:
::scans for industry and other ship concentrations/cargo transfer points::

CO_Olbrun:
@Robert: If you don't stop them, I will. Understand?

FCO_Vid:
CmdrSpicer:Ma'am I agree with OPS:

XO_Louis:
@Captain: Don't worry. I clearly understand.

TACSirach:
Spicer: We might want to consider red alert...at least until we know what's going on

CO_Olbrun:
@::she sets the padd down on the table, tapping her fingertips on it::

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: I disagree, I don’t think we should go weapons hot

CNS_Warke:
::keeps track of the crews Stress level::

CmdSpicer:
Sirach:  I'm not sure I want to broadcast our panic to the neighborhood just yet.

CTO_Cain:
Sky:  Perhaps if we use the deflector dish to emit a pulse of gravimetric particles, we might be able to identify more clearly what is out there by checking for disturbances in those particles.

TACSirach:
Spicer: Aye, just felt that all possible options should be explored

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Ships orbiting near the Ganymede move inside shield perimeter during sweeps and transport armed intruders into all critical areas of the ship... effectively isolating all command and control of the Ganymede.

CmdSpicer:
::nodding::  Thank you Sirach.  

TACSirach:
Spicer: multiple intruders on the ship

CSO_Paldn:
All: Seal the bridge

CEO_Tal:
ALL:Intruder alert

TACSirach:
::hearing intruder alert blaring::

SO_Sulla:
::locking out science systems using fractal codes::

CSO_Paldn:
Sulla: isolate the main computer

OPS_Rhian:
CTO:  What decks?

FCO_Vid:
::preps helm for intruder alert::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: 6 Intruders are holding weapons on the officers on the bridge.

SO_Sulla:
Sky: In progress

CEO_Tal:
::locking out engineering functions::

CTO_Cain:
*Security*  Isolate and contain intruders.

TACSirach:
Spicer: The intruders have isolated all command and control of the ship

OPS_Rhian:
CTO:  Cutting power to all TLs

SO_Sulla:
::still locking out computer--they will have to shoot me::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Computers stop responding to all commands from the bridge.

CmdSpicer:
::grim::   ::facing the intruders::   Let's have it. What do you want?

TACSirach:
Cain: We should consider a shot if necessary command

TACSirach:
Spicer: should we do a red alert now?

CSO_Paldn:
~~~reads the emotions of the pirates~~~

CEO_Tal:
::moving slowly toward a jeffries tube::

CmdSpicer:
Sirach:  No, let's leave the barn door open.  Maybe the rats will leave.

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #1> Commander is believe?!?... It's easy, we just want the technology. So you have two options...

FCO_Vid:
::brings up phaser and takes shot at closest intruder:

CTO_Cain:
::Hits bridge alter on PADDD for all security to converge to bridge::

TACSirach:
Spicer: ::hesitates again:: aye

ENGBishop:
::siting in jeffries tube hearing some fighting outside::

CNS_Warke:
::sees if she can sense anything from the pirates::

SO_Sulla:
::eyeing distance to nearest pirate::

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #1> Give me the ship... or give me the computer database.... what is your choice? :: Holding all officers at bay ::

TACSirach:
Spicer: Should we send any sort of signal? Distress call to SF or anything?

OPS_Rhian:
::covertly programs for luminescent burst on bridge::

SO_Sulla:
::shifting position to prepare for attack... slowly::

CTO_Cain:
::ready with phaser to attack on order::

TACSirach:
::really starting to dislike the Malconian::

OPS_Rhian:
::looking around::

CmdSpicer:
Malconian:  Let's discuss this in my Ready Room.  Right this way...   ::gesturing and turning towards the Ready Room::

ENGBishop:
::heading toward maintenance bays near computer core::

TACSirach:
::gets a phaser ready::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: A man from the table near the door approaches Dara and Robert.

FCO_Vid:
::

SO_Sulla:
::waiting...  one less to worry about if he follows Spicer::

FCO_Vid:
::holds phaser on other intruders::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she sits up straight, and tucks the padd into her bag::

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #1> No Commander... here is fine. Actually, I think that you may find the brig more enticing.

OPS_Rhian:
::looks towards CDRSpicer::

CSO_Paldn:
::standing close to pirate guard::

CmdSpicer:
I do my best thinking on the bridge.

SO_Sulla:
::grabs PADD and stashes it surreptitiously inside tunic::

OPS_Rhian:
::closes eyes, initiates burst::

TACSirach:
::watching the drama unfold while ready to fire or accept any command::

FCO_Vid:
::does same with my PADD::

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #1> Commander: Please instruct the entire crew to drop their weapons.

TACSirach:
::hiding all equipment carefully..except phaser which is prepared to fire::

CmdSpicer:
::glancing at TAC and nodding in compliance for weapons to be dropped::

SO_Sulla:
::blinded by flash but moves in direction of nearest pirate trying to tackle::

FCO_Vid:
::Drops phaser::

TACSirach:
::dropping weapons::

OPS_Rhian:
::pulls out phaser, fires at intruders::

TACSirach:
::absorbing Sulla and Rhian's actions::

CTO_Cain:
::fires phaser at intruders::

CO_Olbrun:
@::looks the man straight in the eye:: Fred: Can I help you?

TACSirach:
::fires phasers::

FCO_Vid:
::picks phaser back up and fires::

SO_Sulla:
::crashes into pirate, wrestling for weapon, gets weapon and fires at pirate::

CmdSpicer:
::lunging at the nearest captor::

TACSirach:
::glad Vulcans are use to bright light::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Light flash takes all by surprise and disarms all but one intruder on the bridge. This intruder takes Spicer hostage.

ENGBishop:
::places virus in main computer to erase any copies made of key files to another storage device::

CmdSpicer:
Computer!  Erect Level Two forcefield around intruders!

CTO_Cain:
*Security* transport onto bridge and secure.

FCO_Vid:
::sets phaser for max stun and fires at intruders head::

SO_Sulla:
::rolls to knees and points phaser at pirate with Spicer, glance to check setting::

OPS_Rhian:
::turns towards hostage situation::

CSO_Paldn:
Intruder: easy does it

TACSirach:
::aims phaser at intruder::

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #1> Commander :: With weapon pointed at her head :: Please instruct your officers to drop their weapons NOW!

TACSirach:
::going over possibilities in his head::

SO_Sulla:
::resets phaser to narrow beam, high power::

CO_Olbrun:
@<Fred> I see you have a toy, little lady...::looking her over with obviousness, and giving Robert a dirty look::

CSO_Paldn:
Malconian: you are in a terrible bargaining position

CSO_Paldn:
All: keep your weapons, the ship comes first

CO_Olbrun:
@::she grimaces at "little lady":: Fred: Maybe. What would you be able to pay me for it?

SO_Sulla:
::moving to flank intruder on his left::

CmdSpicer:
Malconian:  Gee, I don't think I can do that.  I won't be much use to you dead, anyway.

TACSirach:
::adjusting phaser to narrow beam, high power..hoping other will follow::

CTO_Cain:
Sky: <whispers> have them transported to the brig, in the transport have his weapon disengaged.

OPS_Rhian:
::fires stun at CDRSpicer::

FCO_Vid:
::Repeats stun::

CNS_Warke:
::observes pirate holding Spicer::  ::attempts to see what Malconian is thinking::

TACSirach:
::fires at intruder::

CmdSpicer:
::silently hoping Paladine stays alive and gets everyone out of this safely::

CO_Olbrun:
@::he sets a meaty fist on the table:: Fred: How’s about I just take it?

XO_Louis:
ACTION: 3 OF 6 intruders on the bridge are dead.

TACSirach:
::fires phaser at intruder, using all of his skill to avoid hitting Spicer::

CSO_Paldn:
All: do not act without my authorization

FCO_Vid:
CSO:Aye sir:

SO_Sulla:
::still moving on pirates flank::

OPS_Rhian:
::pauses, looks towards Paldn::

CSO_Paldn:
TAC: hold the other intruders

CNS_Warke:
CSO:yes sir

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #1> Commander: That is not a very good decision. *Bridge to Battle Bridge*

CmdSpicer:
::gritting teeth::  Paladine:  I hope you enjoy the view from Olbrun's desk.  It's better when you work your way up to the top this way anyway.  ::hoping he gets her hidden meaning::

TACSirach:
::points phaser at the other intruders::

TACSirach:
Paladine: aye

CO_Olbrun:
@::she stands, and looks him in the eye...as well as she can, being much shorter:: Fred: I don't think so. ::he feels a disruptor being shoved against his ribs from Robert's side of the table::

CSO_Paldn:
All: stun him

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #1> I want all officers against the view screen now!

SO_Sulla:
::aiming carefully at pirates head fires::

TACSirach:
::indicating to the other intruders to stand against the wall::

OPS_Rhian:
::fires at intruder::

FCO_Vid:
::Phaser fires::

TACSirach:
::turns around swiftly and fires and intruder::

CO_Olbrun:
@::Fred realizes that he's outgunned, and sits down quietly::<Fred>Perhaps a trade, then?

TACSirach:
::turns back and points phaser at the other intruders::

XO_Louis:
:: Raises weapon and fires on Sirach knocking him unconscious ::

ENGBishop:
::tries to monitor situation from his location::

FCO_Vid:
::Goes to Sirach's aid::

TACSirach:
::wishing the med crew had shown up..his last conscious thought::

SO_Sulla:
Shifts setting to wide beam, heavy stun and fires again sweeping beam over Spicer and pirate::

XO_Louis:
<Malconian #2> *I am ready to take the ship out of orbit sir*

CSO_Paldn:
Commander: duck low

CmdSpicer:
::slamming her heel down on her captor's toe::

CTO_Cain:
::fires and hits intruder::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she nods::Fred: I'm willing to trade these little baubles for information.

SO_Sulla:
::hits intruder::

CSO_Paldn:
::Vulcan nerve pinch on pirate::

XO_Louis:
ACTION: Sulla's beam takes Spicer out and the #1 Malconian fires at Sulla.

FCO_Vid:
::Removes PADD from Tunic and disengages all helm functions from bridge console::

SO_Sulla:
::rolling to evade::

CmdSpicer:
Uhhh....    ::falling over in a heap to the deck::

OPS_Rhian:
::moves toward flank opposite TAC in confusion::

<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>



